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A brighter way of working

Customized for your clients
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“dnp‘s Supernova front 
projection screen provides 

markedly improved contrast in
brightly illuminated rooms ”

Insight Media

“ (...) the image on 
the Supernova screen was 

markedly superior to that on 
the competing product”

Projection Monthly

“The Supernova 
delivers a crystal clear 

picture without the need 
to kill the lights”

TechLiving

www.supernovascreen.com

The SupernovaTM Screens are available in a variety of finishes, formats and sizes. So you can find a screen that fits both

the needs and style of your clients’ meeting rooms.

For a closer look, please contact dnp and ask for more information or visit www.supernovascreen.com 

After all, seeing is believing.

dnp SupernovaTM Screen - fixed version sizes

1.78:1 (16:9 format) 45",  60",  72",  84",  92",  100",  120" 

1.33:1 (4:3 format) 45",  60",  72",  84",  100"

Frame colours Black,  silver-grey aluminium

dnp SupernovaTM Flex Screen sizes

1.78:1 (16:9 format) 72",  84",  92",  100",  106",  110",  120" 

1.33:1 (4:3 format) 72",  84",  100"

2.35:1 (Cinemascope format) 84",  100",  106",  110",  120",  130",  140",  150"

Housing colours Black, white, silver-grey aluminium, blond maple, cherry wood
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Optical front projection
The dnp SupernovaTM Screen is an advanced optical

front projection screen. The screen features a revo-

lutionary high-contrast filter, which is based on

patent pending technology. Covering 60% of the

screen surface, this filter allows the projected image

to be reflected from the screen and effectively

absorbs incident light from other angles - such as

windows and room lighting. As a result, the screen

is virtually unaffected by ambient light.

Front projection in bright meeting rooms

The dnp SupernovaTM Screen is designed for modern working environments. Advanced optical technology

makes it possible to use front projection in brightly lit environments. This ensures perfect presentations in

anything from a sun-drenched boardroom to a fully lit auditorium.

Supernova at a glance

= optical front projection for bright environments

= enhanced contrast and brightness

= can be used as whiteboard with a dry marker   

= screen sizes up to 150" in cinemascope format

= available in fixed and retractable versions

Award-winning technology

The advanced optical technology delivers 10 times higher

contrast and twice as bright images as traditional front

screens. This innovative breakthrough won Supernova the

Best Buzz Award for Best Screen Technology at InfoComm

05 and an Honoree Award at CES 2006.

Superior contrast and image brightness

Supernova's optical contrast enhancement filter provides

significantly enhanced image contrast - even in a board-

room with high light levels.

Should your screen stay or should it go?

We offer two different versions of the screen. The fixed

Supernova Screen (see front cover) is the perfect choice 

if your customer has ample space or uses the screen 

frequently. And the retractable Supernova Flex Screen

(see opposite page) is for situations when space is 

limited, or your customer prefers a more discreet 

solution that can disappear at the touch of a button.

Combined screen and whiteboard

Supernova is not only a powerful 

display. The fixed version of the screen

can also be used as whiteboard with 

a dry marker. Your customers no longer

need to fill their meeting rooms with

multiple screens and boards. 

At the touch of a button, the SupernovaTM Flex

Screen disappears into its elegant housing.

Split-screen comparison of the dnp SupernovaTM Screen

(left half ) and a standard front screen (right half ).
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